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The construction of this machine is
similar to that of the ((NN" previously
describedr: except that it is driven by
electric motors integrally built into the
machine, as shown in above illustration.
The control gear is of the push-button
"straight" on type, a start and stop push
button controlling each spindle. A separate
control is also mounted on machine frame

for stopping all the motors simu'ltaneously.
This machine can only be arranged for

alternating current and can be worked
off a roo to 55o volts, 2 or 3 phase,

5o cycles supply. If the frequency of
the supply current is not suitable a
frequency changer is necessary, and we
shall be pleased to.quote for a suitable
one on receipt of .particulars.
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CODE Iù(/ORDS AND
with Bottom Scribing only
with Bottom Scribing and Cut-off Saw

with Double Scribing only
with Double Scribing and Cut-off Saw. .
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Double-end Tenoning, Scribing and Cutting-off Machine (ACN)



Double-end Tenoning, Scribing and
Cutting-roff Machines

(ACN & ACN9)

CONSTRUCTION

T"u MArN FRAM¡of themachine
is a heavy and substantial one-piece
cast-metal gantry mounted on heavy
cast-metal base plates, making a rigid
self-contained uñit, on which all the
working parts of the machine are suitably
mounted.

THE MAIN STANDARDS
carrying the various cutter headstocks
are mounted on the gantry, the left-
hand standard being fixed. The righc
hand standard is movable along' the
gantry on heavy machined slides, to
suit the length of material being worked.
This standard is arranged to move along
the bed by hand or power. The power
motion is controlled by hand lever,
conveniently placed for the operator in
front of the machine on the moving
standard, stops being provided to auto-
matically cuf off the power when the
moving.standard reaches its maximum
or nurumum movement. The hand-
wheel and screw to operate this head-
stock by hand is also placed conveniently
for the operator. This headstock has also
power traverse.

A DIMENSIONED GAUGE
indicator is provided on 'the gantry,
which shows at a glance the distance
between the shoulders.

headstocks which àre independently ad-
iustable horizontally, in addition the
tenoning and scribing spindles are ad-
.fustablJvertically.- .Al1 the hand-wheels
and screws operating these movements
are easily actessible. The tenoning
soindles âre orovided with a dimensioned
S'?"S. for ôetting up to the required
length of tenon.

THE TENONING,, SCRIB-
ING AND CUT.OFF SAW
SPINDLES are made of high
quality steel and revolve in þall bearings.
The bearings are mounted in substantial

THE TENONING CUTTER-
BLOCKS are of steel and carry
four straight cutters placed on the bevel
to give a clean shearing cut, and_ are
fixed alternately on opposite sides of the
cutterblocks so as to divide the cut
horizontally and give a more accurate
running balance.

THE SHOULDERING
CUTTERS are of best steel,
milled or serrated from the solid.

TTIE FEEDING MECHAN-
I S M consists of steel block chains
driven by sprockets and moving in en-
closed cuidewavs. The chains cannot
slip or íú-p, and are subject to a mini-
mùm of wèar as the material is not
carried on the chains, but rests on the
fixed slides on which it is moved along
by the chain dogs. These dogs maY be
set at different points on the chains, and
each is provided with a fine adjustment
by screw. The driving sprockets at the
front ends of the feed chains have an
adjustment by screw for keeping the
chains at a suitable tension.



Double-end Tenoning, Scribing and
Cutting-off Machines

(ACN & ACNg)

CONSTRUCTION-Contd.
THEDRIVINGSPROCKETS THE COUNTERSHAFT

for the chains are af the back of the revolve' in ball bearings and has a ball-
machine, mounted on a large diameter bearing loose pulley, suitable belt shifting
steel shaft, and are driven by chain from gear being provided.
agearbox' LUBRICATION for the

spindles is under pressure. All the
T H E G E A R B O X gives three lubricators are convenientlyplaced, and a

rates of feed. The gears are made from grease lubricating gun fitted with suitable
steel, the teeth being cut and rounded nozzle to fit into the lubricators, pumps
to ensure easy engagement. The gear the lubricant by hand into the bearings.
wheels are mounted on six-spline solid
steel shafts, and revolve conti^nuously in JLECJRI CAL DRIVE.
oil. Thecóntrolisbyhandlever,-oiittg The .machine .can .be driven.by 3n
in a notched quadraät fixed at íhe froni electric moror directly connected to the
of the macliine, convenient to the countershaft, dispensing with fast and
operator. loose pulleys and belt shifting gear.

INTEGRAL ELECTRICAL
DRIVE. \üØhen the electrical supply
is suitable the machine can be supplied
as previously described, except that it is
driven by electric motors integrally built
into the machine. The control gear is
of the push button "straight-on" type,
a start and stop push-button controlling
each spindle. We shall be pleased to
quote for the machine complete with
electrical equipment on receipt of par-
ticulars of the electrical supply.

IN OPERATING THE MACHI NE the material is placed on the feed chain rails, the
feed dogs propelling same forward first to the cut-offsaws, which cufeach end at one operation, leaving
it the exact length required. It is then presented to the top and bottom tenoning blocks, which cut a
complete tenon at each end of any length and thickness up to the maximum, the faces and shoulders
being perfectly clean cut and accurate. tü(/hen this operation is completed the shoulders are operated
on by the scribing cutterheads ifrequired.

PRINCIPAL FEATURES
All adjustments are of a simple nature.
All spindles adf ustable independently
All controls conveniently placed for the operator.
Feed controlled from where operator feeds machine.

THE PRESSURE APPARATUS
for holding the material firmly down
during the operation, consists of steel
block chains with pads and spring roller
slippers on the top, which are carried on
heavy cast-metal arms, and are provided
with suitable arrangements to prevent
any sideways movement. These arms
are adiustable vertically by hand-wheel
and screw to suit the thickness of
material being worked.



Double-end Tenoning, Scribing and
Cutting-off Machines

(ACN & ACN9)

P R I N C I P A L F EAT U R ES-Contd'

: lltr'.'ål'i,1t;tåi'1i",.0 casings.
iensionine adit tments for feed chains'
Power feeã to'movable standard :

Spring adiustments for pressure apparatus'
Dimensioned qauge f.or movrng stanoarq'
Dimensioned lauges for tenoning spindles'
All .ntt.. spiñates revolve in ball bearings'
Countershaft revolves in ball bearings'
Ball-bearing loose PulleY.
High-pressúre lubrication to all spindles'
Guards provided where necessarY'

DETAILSINCLUDEDINTHEPR'ICEASREQUIR.ED
Two cutting-off Saws 18 ins' diameter'
Four re"oñ cutterheads with face and shoulder cutters.

Four Scribing Cutterheads'
Guards.
Ball-bearing Countershaft'
Ball-Bearing Loose PulleY'
Belt Shiftiqg Gear'
Set of SPanners'
Automafic Lubricating Gun'
Tin of Lubricant'

CODE \X/ORD AND PRICE
Standard Machine ACN :.
Machine with Integral Motors ACN9

SPECIFICATION
Maximum distance between shoulders
Minimum t, t, t,
Maximum diameter of Cross-cut Saws

..YUPFO:'

..ZAFER'' {,

,, thickness of material
,, length of Tenon

Minimum depth. of material . j

Soeed of Saws
Si¡eed of Tenon Blocks . .

Sþeed of Scribing Blocks
Rates of Feed
Height of Rails from floor
Leneth of Rails
Speãa of Countershaft
Size of Fast and Loose PulleYs
Floor Space
Horse-plower required to drive . .

6 ft. 6ins. ':
6 ins.
r8 ins.
6 ins.
6 ins.
å- ir.
r,8oo R.P.M
3rooo R.P.M
a.ooo R.P.M.
á'ft., to ft. 6 ins., 18 ft. Per min.

3r ins.
8 ft. 9 ins.
zso R.P.M.
ií int. dia. x 6l ins. wide.
rti ft. long x ro ft. wide.
zo B.H.P.



Hand Mortising Machine (SZ)


